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Discover how a Catholic Classical Education at St. Ann
School can inspire your child to be a joyous learner, and
filled with wonder and awe for all creation. Our new
academic approach allows for students to be formed
and immersed in virtue, beauty and goodness—through
their everyday curriculum.
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The resurgence of the classical liberal arts approach in contemporary Catholic education flows out of a re-examination as to
what Catholic education actually should look like.  This model seeks to reclaim an approach that puts Christ at the center of
the entire educational process, forms our children/youth in virtue, actively engages students in the quest for Truth, and forms
students in an understanding of what it means to be human.
 
 Catholic liberal education is built on three pillars: 1) Sacred Scripture and Tradition; 2) faithfulness to the teaching of the
Magisterium; and, 3) the practice of the Sacramental life. The objectives of this approach to educations are: 1) provide an
environment for students to broaden/deepen their relationship with God; 2) foster an academic culture aimed at pursuit of the
truth and, 3) promote growth in virtue.  It seeks to inculcate virtue over values in the lives of children.  Values are human made
and as such changeable; virtue on the other hand is part of the natural law written by God on the human heart.

The typical spiral curriculum is replaced by the classical Trivium of grammar, logic, and rhetoric.  In the grammar stage
(Grades K-4) the focus is on the knowledge of things.  The absorption of facts and use of memorization are important in this
initial stage.  The second stage, logic (Grades 5-8) is a time for students to start to analyze, question and evaluate what they
know and learn.  Finally, the rhetoric stage (Grades 9-12) is where the application of knowledge and the acquisition of wisdom
is primary.  

What Is Catholic Classical Liberal Education

Characteristics of the Catholic liberal approach would include the integration of subjects, knowledge and faith; to restore the
meaning and purpose of the learning process; to (re)awaken wonder in children; to nurture the moral imagination; to develop
the habit of rigorous thinking.  Through the use of the seminar style learning students are invited into constant discussion
which yields active learning.  Above all the Catholic liberal arts approach seeks to develop intellectual freedom.

At the heart of the classical model is the desire to bring each child into a lived relationship with Jesus, the Master Teacher.
This permeates the entire curriculum.  Our goal is to labor to lead these young souls entrusted to us to heaven. Leading them
into an encounter with the One who named himself the Way, the Truth, and the Life is the ultimate goal of the Catholic liberal
arts approach, which is the Church's proven tradition of education.


